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The density, size, and location of stores in a retailer’s network influences both the retailer’s and the consumers’
costs. With stores few and far between, consumers must travel a long distance to shop, whereas shopping

trips are shorter with a dense network of stores. The layout of the retail supply chain is of interest to retailers
who have emission reduction targets and urban planners concerned with sprawl. Are small local shops preferred
over large, “big-box” retailers? A model of the retail supply chain is presented that includes operating costs
(such as fuel and rent for floor space) as well as a cost for environmental externalities associated with carbon
emissions. A focus on exclusively minimizing operating costs may substantially increase emissions (by 67%
in one scenario) relative to the minimum level of emissions. A price on carbon is an ineffective mechanism
for reducing emissions. The most attractive option is to improve consumer fuel efficiency—doubling the fuel
efficiency of cars reduces long-run emissions by about one-third, whereas an improvement in truck fuel efficiency
has a marginal impact on total emissions.
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1. Introduction
The combustion of fossil fuels is believed to con-
tribute to climate change by adding carbon diox-
ide and other greenhouse gases to the atmosphere
(IPCC 2007). Electric power generation and trans-
portation are two major sources of these emissions—
electric power accounted for 39% and transportation
accounted for 31% of CO2 emissions in the United
States in 2009 (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) 2011). Among transportation induced emis-
sions, about 65% is due to the consumption of gaso-
line by personal vehicle use (EPA 2011).

Factors that influence the emissions generated by a
supply chain network include the size of its facilities,
the fuel efficiency of the vehicles used, the weight of
the loads they carry, and the distance they travel. This
paper focuses on the downstream supply chain—the
portion that includes inbound replenishments to retail
stores, the stores themselves, and the “final mile” seg-
ment between the retail stores and consumers’ homes.
As the number of stores increases, thereby creating a
dense network, stores shrink in size and consumers
find themselves closer to some store, so they need
not travel far to make their purchases. However, with
more stores, the retailer must travel farther to replen-
ish its stores and its total floor space grows as inven-
tory productivity falls.

The density of retail stores is of interest to urban
planners. One concern, among others, is that large

retail stores contribute to a car culture that encour-
ages consumers to drive farther than what they would
drive if smaller store formats were available closer
to where they live (Owen 2009, Duany and Speck
2010, Glaeser 2011, Shoup 2011). Because an increase
in vehicle miles traveled by consumers leads to addi-
tional emissions, environmentalists have been critical
of “big-box” stores. The issue of retail store density is
also relevant for a retailer’s strategic planning. First,
a retailer’s store density influences its desirability to
consumers; all else equal, a consumer favors the con-
venience of a nearby store over a more distant store.
For example, Pancras et al. (2012) estimate in the con-
text of a fast food retailer that consumers behave as
if each mile of travel costs $0.60. Second, the density
decision is also important to retailers with emission
reduction targets. For example, Walmart has pledged
that it will remove 20 million metric tonnes of CO2
from its supply chain by 2015. These reductions can
occur from the supply chain it directly controls (e.g.,
reductions in its fuel consumption), which are often
called scope 1 emissions. Alternatively, reductions can
come from further down the supply chain (e.g., reduc-
tions in its consumer’s fuel consumption), which are
part of what is called scope 3 emissions. Although it
is probably too costly to make major modifications to
store density to achieve short-term emission reduc-
tion targets, the size and location of stores can be sub-
stantially modified over a long-run horizon of five or
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more years. For example, from 2006 to 2010, Walmart
decreased the number of discount stores in the United
States by one-third (1,209 to 803), and it increased
the number of its larger supercenters by 60% (1,713
to 2,747) while also expanding its small store format,
Neighborhood Markets, by nearly 60% (100 to 158)
(source: 2010 10-K filing).

In this paper a model is developed in which a
retailer chooses the size, location, and number of
stores to serve a region of customers. The retailer
incurs costs for its physical space as well as costs that
are proportional to the distance it travels to replenish
its stores. Consumers also incur transportation costs
that are proportional to the distance they must travel
to shop at the nearest store to their home. While the
retailer uses a truck for its replenishments and con-
sumers use passenger vehicles (i.e., cars), both of their
transportation costs are divided into three compo-
nents: a variable operating cost (e.g., wear and tear
on brakes and tires), a fuel consumption cost, and
an emissions cost (due to the consumption of fuel).
Similarly, the retailer’s space cost has three compo-
nents: a variable operating cost (e.g., rent), an energy
consumption cost (e.g., electricity and natural gas),
and an emissions cost. Given a set of n stores, a
durable goods inventory model is developed to deter-
mine the amount of physical space the retailer needs.
The retailer’s transportation cost can be modeled by
the well-studied traveling salesman problem (TSP).
The consumer’s transportation problem is equiva-
lent to the continuous version of the well-studied
k-median problem. Thus, the retail store density prob-
lem combines an inventory model with the TSP and
the k-median problem.

An optimal retail supply chain design is presented
for three different objectives. The first ignores the
cost of emissions and instead minimizes just the
explicit operating costs incurred by the retailer and
consumers, such as wear-and-tear on vehicles, fuel
usage, rent, and electricity consumption. This roughly
represents that status quo in the United States in
which there are no required taxes on carbon emis-
sions. Alternatively, a supply chain design could be
chosen to minimize total emissions. This objective
avoids the debate as to the true cost of the external-
ities caused by emissions (e.g., Cline 1992, Shelling
1992, Stern 2007, Arrow 2007, Weitzman 2007) by
merely acting as if that cost is quite large. Compar-
ing the supply chain that minimizes operating costs
with the one that minimizes emissions allows for a
measure of the consequence of choosing one objec-
tive over the other. For example, one can ask by how
much emissions increase if operating costs are min-
imized, or by how much operating costs increase if
emissions are minimized.

Between the two extremes of just minimizing oper-
ating costs or just minimizing emissions, a retail sup-
ply chain design is developed that minimizes total
costs given an explicit price for carbon emissions. Nat-
urally, if the price of carbon is assumed to be low,
this objective leads to a supply chain that resembles
the one that minimizes operating costs, whereas if the
price of carbon is assumed to be high, it recommends
a supply chain that is similar to the one that mini-
mizes emissions. This model addresses the question
of how high that price needs to be for the system to
approximately minimize emissions.

There are several reasons to believe that failing to
account for the cost of emissions leads to a poor retail
supply chain design. The emission of carbon is an
example of a negative production externality (Varian
1984)—the action of one reduces the utility of oth-
ers. In this setting all agents emit carbon through
their actions, and therefore they all contribute to this
negative externality. It has been well established that
self-interested agents tend to do “too much” of their
action when there is a negative externality, i.e., they
drive too much and use too much electricity and nat-
ural gas (Varian 1984). Of course, the importance of
the distortion in actions from the socially optimal ones
depends on the intensity of the externality.

In the context of the downstream supply chain, it
is reasonable to conjecture that the negative effects
of the carbon externality are substantial. For one, as
previously mentioned, it is possible that the true cost
of emitting carbon is high due to its potential to
have numerous negative consequences on our envi-
ronment, such as climate change, ocean acidification,
sea-level rise, and others. Next, it is already under-
stood in the context of transportation that a retail
truck is substantially more efficient at hauling goods
than a passenger vehicle. A commonly used metric
is the “cost per tonne-kilometer”—the cost to trans-
port one tonne of goods the distance of one kilometer.
In terms of this metric, a truck can be several orders
of magnitude better than a car. Hence, in a prod-
uct’s journey from source to consumer home, it has
been argued that costs and emissions can be reduced
considerably by replacing one kilometer of car trans-
port with a kilometer of truck transport (McKinnon
and Woodburn 1994). Given this reasoning, the down-
stream supply chain emissions are probably mini-
mized if the retailer builds many small stores close to
consumers. Finally, a retailer faces a trade-off between
store size and inventory productivity. Large stores
that serve large market areas require less space per
unit of product than small stores. Consequently, the
energy intensity of small stores is higher. If retailers
and consumers are not explicitly charged for the cost
of carbon, it is plausible that a retailer will chose store
locations and sizes that will lead to an undesirable
level of emissions.
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2. The Retail Store Density Problem
The retail store density problem focuses on the down-
stream supply chain. The retailer’s task is to decide
(i) the number, n, and location of its stores in a single
(polygon) region of area a; (ii) the size of the stores;
(iii) how to route replenishment deliveries to these
stores; (iv) the quantity and timing of deliveries to the
stores; and (v) the shape of the region.

Consumers live uniformly throughout the region,
and they travel a straight line (i.e., the Euclidian
norm, L2) in their cars to shop at the nearest store
to their home. The mean and standard deviation of
demand per unit of time for the entire region are �
and � , respectively. Demand is independent across
time and areas. Consumers incur a cost cc per unit
of distance travelled per unit of product purchased.
(The subscript “c” refers to the consumers’ cars.)
Let dc be the average round-trip distance a consumer
travels to a store. Thus, the average travel cost per
consumer per unit purchased is ccdc. All consumers
purchase from the nearest store.

The retailer directly incurs two types of costs, one
due to the transportation needed to replenish its
stores and the other due to the operation of retail
floor space. In terms of transportation, the retailer has
a single warehouse where it receives goods from an
outside supplier. The warehouse is collocated with
one of the n stores. The retailer uses a single truck
to transport goods from the warehouse to the stores;
all deliveries must start at the warehouse and end
at the warehouse. Furthermore, the truck travels in
straight lines between stores, delivers to all n stores on
each route, and completes its route instantly (i.e., fast
enough such that transit time is not a major issue).
The retailer incurs a cost of ct per unit of product
delivered per unit of distance the truck travels. (As
with cc, the “t” in ct refers to the type of vehicle used.)
The cost ct is a commonly used measure of trans-
portation efficiency; it is analogous to “$ per tonne-
km.” Let dt be the length of the truck’s route, so the
retailer’s transportation cost per unit sold is ctdt .

Several components are included in the transporta-
tion costs ($ kg−1 km−1) of vehicle type j , j ∈ 8c1 t9:

cj =
vj + fj4pj + ejpe5

qj
1

where vj is the nonfuel variable cost to transport
the vehicle per unit of distance (e.g., $ km−1), fj is
the amount of fuel used to transport the vehicle per
unit of distance (e.g., liters (L) per km−1), pj is the cost
of fuel per unit of fuel (e.g., $ L−1), ej is the amount of
emission released by the consumption of one unit
of fuel (e.g., kg CO2 L−1), pe is the cost of emissions
per unit released (e.g., $ CO2 kg−1), and qj is the load
carried by the vehicle (e.g., kg). The variable cost,

vj , includes depreciation on the vehicle, maintenance
(such as tire replacement), and other costs that can
be linked to the distance the vehicle is driven. Fuel
usage for the truck, ft , is measured at the average
load of the truck, which yields an accurate measure
of true fuel usage when fuel usage is linear in the
truck’s load (which is approximately true), the truck
always carries the same amount per trip, the truck
makes deliveries at a constant rate (e.g., the stores on
the route are equally distant from each other), and the
truck travels at the same speed during the trip (Kell-
ner and Igl 2012). Fuel usage for the car, fc, is insen-
sitive to the load carried because the load for a car is
generally a small fraction of the vehicle’s total weight.
The truck’s load, qt , is taken to be the legal carrying
capacity for the truck, whereas the size of the car’s
load, qc, reflects shopping habits more than a physical
constraint. The cost of emissions, pe, is assumed to be
independent of the source of the emissions, which is
accurate given the focus on carbon emissions: a kilo-
gram of CO2 has the same impact if emitted by a car
or a truck. We refer to pe as the “price of carbon.”
This cost is interpreted as the true cost of emissions
including all externalities from other emitted gases or
polutants. (For a discussion of other polutants due to
vehicle traffic, see Currie and Walker 2011.) Depend-
ing on which objective is used to design the supply
chain, it may or may not be included in the analysis.

It is useful to divide cj into two categories. The oper-
ating costs include variable costs and fuel consump-
tion, i.e., 4vj + fjpj5/qj . Emissions refers to the quan-
tity of carbon emissions, fjej/qj , and emissions costs
include the price of carbon, fjejpe/qj .

Retail space is proportional to the amount of inven-
tory the retailer holds in each store; doubling the
amount of inventory doubles the needed footprint
area of a store (holding the storage height constant).
Thus, space costs are related to inventory quantities.
Let cs be the retailer’s space costs per unit of time
the unit is held in the store’s inventory and let ts
be the average time a unit spends in inventory at a
store. (The subscript “s” refers to retail space.) Hence,
the retailer’s cost of space per unit sold is csts . Nei-
ther the cost of inbound deliveries to the retailer nor
warehouse space costs are considered in this analy-
sis. The retailer sells durable goods, so the cost for
spoilage or waste is not considered.

The space cost of inventory ($ kg−1 yr−1) is also
divided into several components:

cs =
vs + fs4ps + espe5

qs
1

where vs is the variable cost per unit of retail space
per unit of time, fs is the amount of energy needed to
maintain one unit of space for one unit of time, ps is
the per unit price of energy, es is the carbon emissions
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from each unit of energy, and qs in the number of units
of product stored per unit of retail space. The variable
cost, vs , primarily includes the cost of rent (which is
generally quoted as a cost per unit of area per unit of
time, such as $ m−2 yr−1), but it could also include the
opportunity cost of capital or inventory obsolescence
costs. The retailer uses energy primarily from two
sources: electricity for lighting, cooling, and operating
office equipment; and natural gas for heating. Thus,
fs , ps , and cs are taken to be averages weighted by
the relative usage of electricity and natural gas. This
does not restrict other measures of energy that could
be appropriate given the context. As before, operating
costs include the variable and fuel consumption costs,
and emissions are proportional to fuel consumption.

Let C be the average cost per unit sold ($ kg−1),
which includes the average cost to transport a unit
from the retailer’s warehouse to a consumer’s home
as well as the cost of the space needed for the retail
stores:

C = ccdc + ctdt + csts0

If pe is the correct price of carbon and is included
in cc, ct , and cs , then minimizing C minimizes soci-
ety’s total cost. Minimizing C is also an appropri-
ate objective for the retailer when the retailer must
compensate consumers for their travel costs. Pan-
cras et al. (2012) provide evidence that consumers do
account for travel costs in their shopping decisions.
The retailer provides this compensation to consumers
by modifying its price; with a dense network of many
stores, the retailer charges a higher price because con-
sumers are offered the convenience of a store near
their home, but with a sparse network of few stores,
the retailer charges a lower price to motivate con-
sumers to travel the longer distance. In this formu-
lation the price reduction is exactly one-for-one with
any additional transportation costs incurred by the
consumers, leaving aggregate demand constant.

If carbon is not charged, i.e., pe = 0, the objective
to “minimize C” is equivalent to “minimize operating
costs.” Alternatively a “minimize emissions” objective
could be adopted, which is equivalent to minimize C
under the assumption of a very high price for carbon
(e.g., as pe → �).

Parts of the retail store density problem are famil-
iar. Given a set of n stores, the routing subproblem
is the well-known TSP—find a route through n loca-
tions, starting and ending at the same location, and
visiting each location exactly once so as to minimize
the total transportation cost. There exists an exten-
sive literature on heuristics and solutions to the TSP
(see Bramel and Simchi-Levi 1997, Lawler et al. 1985).
More generally, there is a considerable literature on
vehicle routing, such as when a fleet of vehicles (as
opposed to a single vehicle) must be used to make

deliveries to a set of known points in a region so
as to minimize travel distances (e.g., Dantzig and
Ramser 1959, Daganzo 1984, Haimovich and Rinnooy
Kan 1985). This literature is further extended by work
that includes inventory management along with vehi-
cle routing (e.g., Federgruen and Zipkin 1984, Burns
et al. 1985, Gallego and Simchi-Levi 1990). The key
differences between this supply chain design problem
and the TSP and its extensions are (i) the retailer can
choose the location of the stores and (ii) the retailer
accounts for the consumers’ transportation costs (i.e.,
the “final mile” of the supply chain is not ignored).

Focusing on just the consumers’ transportation
costs, the problem is analogous to the well-known
k-median problem (which is also referred to as the
p-median problem or multisource Weber problem or
location-allocation problem). In the k-median problem
there exists a set of demand locations. The objective
is to choose k locations—call them stores—to mini-
mize the total transportation cost from the demand
locations to their nearest store. The k-median prob-
lem is generally studied in its discrete form (i.e., a
finite number of possible demand and store locations)
but there has also been some work on the continu-
ous k-median problem, which is the retailer’s sup-
ply chain design problem when the retailer’s trans-
portation and space costs are ignored (see Papadim-
itriou 1981). Work on the k-median problem has
focused on good solution procedures, rather than on
the structure of the solution. See Daskin (1995) for an
overview of the k-median problem. Brimberg et al.
(2000) study numerous solution algorithms for the
discrete k-median problem, and Fekete et al. (2005) do
the same for the continuous version of the problem.

This combination of the TSP and the k-median
problem has not been previously studied (with or
without considering inventory/space). It extends the
traditional boundary of supply chain analysis, which
typically incorporates just the firm, to include the
final leg of transportation performed by consumers.

There is some work on the interaction between
operational decisions and emissions. Hoen et al.
(2012) analyze a single-location inventory model in
which the firm can select from a set of transportation
modes that vary in their per unit delivery cost, level
of emission, and replenishment lead time. Benjaafar
et al. (2013) analyze a single-location model in which
inventory management decisions (the timing and
quantity of orders) influence supply chain holding
costs, backorder costs, and emissions that include the
following: (i) a fixed amount per unit held on aver-
age in inventory, (ii) a fixed amount per unit sold,
and (iii) a fixed amount per delivery. Unlike those
two papers, this model has multiple locations. Unlike
Hoen et al. (2012), the retailer in this model has a sin-
gle mode of transportation—the focus is on distances
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travelled rather than lead time. Unlike Benjaafar et al.
(2013), this model does not include a fixed amount
of emissions per unit sold (this would not influence
the decisions considered), and the amount of emis-
sions per delivery is not fixed (it depends on the
number of stores and their locations). Similar to Hoen
et al. (2012), this model finds that charging an explicit
price for carbon emissions, unless unreasonably high,
is unlikely to influence decisions enough to substan-
tially reduce emissions. Gillerlain et al. (2011) also
study a model in which a retailer and consumers
incur transportation costs and emission costs based
on distances. They too evaluate the cost minimizing
number of stores, but they impose a different spa-
cial geometry—in their model, stores and consumers
are located on the boundary of a circle. They find
that imposing a constraint on a retailer that limits its
emissions may actually lead to an increase in total
emissions (because the constraint on the retailer leads
to higher consumer emissions). These papers con-
sider the effectiveness of different methods for pro-
viding incentives to reduce emissions (e.g., taxes or
constraints), but they do not measure the impact of
failing to provide incentives.

Caro et al. (2011) consider a supply chain in which
firms have the opportunity to make investments to
reduce emissions. They do not explicitly consider
store locations, replenishment routes, or inventory.
Instead, they study how different methods for allo-
cating carbon emissions to various processes influ-
ences the amount of investment in emission reduc-
tions. Keskin and Plambeck (2011) also study carbon
allocation rules and find that a poorly chosen rule
may lead self-interested firms to decisions that raise
overall emissions. Ata et al. (2012) study the upstream
structure of the fresh produce supply chain, holding
the downstream structure (the number and location
of stores) fixed.

There is a large literature on facility location prob-
lems (see Daskin 1995 and Snyder and Shen 2011) that
generally focuses on the fixed cost of opening facil-
ities and the transportation cost of serving a set of
customers from the opened facilities. Mak and Shen
(2010) review a number of studies that include inven-
tory costs in the facility location problem: e.g., Shen
et al. (2003), Shu et al. (2005), and Shen and Qi (2007).
A key insight from these models is that there exists a
trade-off between location and economies of scale in
inventory—fewer warehouses are more inventory effi-
cient, but that approach increases transportation costs
because the warehouses are also farther away from
customers. The same well-known trade-off regard-
ing inventory and economies of scale exists in this
model with retail stores—the more stores, the less
inventory efficient they are because they capture less
demand. However, this model is also different than

those papers in several ways: whereas they allow
the decision maker to assign a demand source to
the nonclosest warehouse (thereby allowing demand
to be aggregated, but resulting in a combinatorial
optimization problem), in this model customers (the
demand sources) always choose the nearest store, so
this option for aggregation is not available; they have
a single level of transportation in the supply chain
(between warehouses and stores), whereas this model
considers the interaction between two transportation
levels of the supply chain (inbound to stores and
inbound to consumers’ homes); and most importantly,
they do not focus on the consequences for failing to
consider critical costs within the supply chain (as in
the consequence of ignoring emissions costs).

3. Analysis
The retail store density problem involves a number of
related decisions, primarily store locations, replenish-
ment routes, and store sizing. This analysis first con-
siders transportation costs and then evaluates space
costs.

Given a set of n store locations, the region of cus-
tomers over area a can be partitioned into n subre-
gions that represent the stores’ “service areas,” i.e.,
the store is closer to all customers in its service area
than any other store. This partitioning is also called a
Voronoi diagram. Figure 1 displays one possible par-
titioning: In addition to store locations, the retailer
must choose a TSP route to minimize its transporta-
tion costs. Figure 2 presents two possible routes in the
Figure 1 partitioning.

The optimal locations for stores in the retail den-
sity problem is unknown and may involve a complex
geometry. Figure 3 displays a tiling with equilateral
triangles. There are two other feasible tilings that con-
sist of a single regular polygon, one with squares and
the other with hexagons. This paper assumes that one
of these three tilings is implemented. Therefore, the
resulting Voronoi diagram is a tessellation of a single
regular polygon, and all service regions have the same
area. Carlsson (2012) considers additional tilings and

Figure 1 Voronoi Diagram Depicting the Service Regions for a
Six-Store Configuration
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Figure 2 Two Possible Delivery Routes Through a Configuration of
Six Stores

finds that total transportation costs can be reduced
with an Archimedean spiral relative to the three con-
sidered here. If the retailer’s transportation and space
costs are sufficiently low (so it is desirable to have
many facilities) then he shows that the Archimedean
spiral can reduce transportation costs relative to the
triangle tiling by approximately 7%.

Within a store’s service area, consumers have an
average round trip distance of

dc =�cn
−1/21 (1)

where �c depends only on which tiling is selected and
the area of the region, a (�c is proportional to

√
a).

The retailer’s distance to deliver to all of the stores is

dt =�tn
1/21 (2)

where �t also depends only on which tiling is
selected and the area a (�t is proportional to

√
a).

See Appendix A for the derivation of the above rela-
tionships. The consumer’s travel distance equation
assumes that all consumers in a store’s service area
indeed purchase from the store, i.e., the market is
fully “covered.” Market coverage can be relaxed with-
out changing the qualitative insights of the model;
market coverage is often optimal, and even if not, it
is generally optimal to have near market coverage.

Figure 3 Triangle Tessellation of Stores

Now turn to the cost of retail space. Given that
retail space is directly proportional to the amount
of inventory held, an inventory model is needed.
In this context the optimal policy to choose quanti-
ties and dispatches is unknown and likely complex.
Heuristic policies in similar situations were devel-
oped by Cachon (2001) and Gürbüz et al. (2007), but
their results do not provide closed-form estimates of
inventory levels. Hence, the approach taken here is to
develop a tractable approximation of this inventory
system.

Assume the retailer’s truck is dispatched with qt
units every qt/� units of time, which is called a
period. Each store places an order every period and
receives a replenishment with a zero lead time (or
the lead time is sufficiently small relative to the
period length that it can be effectively ignored). Each
store operates with a base-stock policy: order enough
inventory to ensure that the store has S units immedi-
ately after a delivery. For store j , let �j� be its demand
in period � , and let Ii� be its inventory at the end
of period � . There are no lost sales (i.e., demand can
be backordered), so Ii� < 0 is possible. Because the
retailer sells durable goods, there is also no spoilage.
Furthermore, the offered product variety is held con-
stant. It follows that

Ij1 �+1 = Ij� + 44S − Ij�5
+

+�j1 �+t5
+

−�j1 �+11

where �j� is an adjustment to store j’s order to ensure
a full truck load delivery:

n
∑

j=1

�j1 �+1 = qt −
n
∑

j=1

4S − Ij1 �5
+0

For example, if the sum of the orders from the stores
is less than a truckload, additional inventory is sent
to fill the truck; if orders exceed the truck’s capac-
ity, then some stores receive less than their order.
This inventory policy is difficult to analyze primar-
ily because the adjustment �j� may cause a delivery
in one period to be more or less than demand in the
previous period. However, if the store operates such
that stockouts are rare and stores rarely start a period
with more than S units of inventory, then

E6Ij 7 ≈ S +E6�j 7−E6�j 7

≈ S −E6�j 71

because, on average, the average adjustment is zero,
E6�j 7 = 0. If demand is taken to be normally dis-
tributed, then S = E6�j 7+z�j , where �j is the standard
deviation of a store’s demand in one period and z is
a constant chosen by the firm to influence the service
level (i.e., the probability of being in stock at the end
of a period). Thus,

E6Ij 7= z�j
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is an estimate of a store’s inventory. Each store ser-
vices an area (1/n)th of the total region and each
period has qt/� length of time, so

�j =

√

1
n

√

qt
�
� =

√

qt
n�

�0

(Recall that � and � are the mean and standard devi-
ation of demand per unit of time.) The average time
a unit spends in the retail store, ts , is nE6Ij 7/�, so the
average space cost per unit sold is

csts = cs
nE6Ij 7

�
=�scsn

1/21 (3)

where

�s = z

√

qt
�

(

�

�

)

0

There are three terms in the �s constant: inven-
tory increases as the retailer chooses a higher service
level (z), or if deliveries become less frequent (

√

qt/�
increases), or if demand becomes more variable (the
coefficient of variation of aggregate demand, �/�,
increases). From (3), the inventory cost per unit grows
proportional to n1/2: as more stores are added units
stay in the store longer, thereby incurring greater
space costs. This reflects the notion that there are
statistical economies of scale in managing inventory:
stores with larger service areas have higher inventory
productivity because they experience demand with a
lower coefficient of variation.

Combining the retail space costs, (3), with the trans-
portation distances, (1) and (2), the supply chain cost
function is

C4n5=�cccn
−1/2

+ 4�tct +�scs5n
1/20 (4)

Considering only the transportation costs, the cost
function C4n5 is consistent with several studies of
probabilistic versions of the k-median and TSP prob-
lems. For example, Fisher and Hochbaum (1980) con-
sider the k-median problem of selecting n store loca-
tions from a set of randomly chosen sites to minimize
the total distance consumers must travel to the closest
of the n stores. They find that the value of the optimal
cost grows proportional to

√

1/n, as in (4). For the TSP,
Beardwood et al. (1959) show that the shortest distance
through n randomly selected points in an unit area is
asymptotically proportional to

√
n, again, as in (4).

Table 1 summarizes the transportation constants in
the cost function. For a given number of stores (n)
and a fixed region size, consumers prefer hexagons
because the hexagon pattern has the lowest �c.
(Others have observed that the “honeycomb” pattern
is effective for the k-median problem; see Papadim-
itriou 1981.) The firm, on the other hand, travels the

Table 1 Distance Coefficients for Different Tessellations for a= 1

Tessellation �c �t �c�t �c/�t

Triangle 00807293 00877383 00708 00920
Square 00765196 10000000 00765 00765
Hexagon 00754393 10074570 00811 00702

farthest with the hexagon tessellation. In all cases,
consumers on average travel a shorter distance than
the retailer (�c < �t) despite the fact that some con-
sumers must travel farther (e.g., as much as twice as
far with the triangle tessellation). Consequently, if it
were equally costly for consumers and the retailer to
transport goods, then one would expect the optimal
tessellation to have few stores, forcing consumers to
drive long distances.

If n is allowed to be noninteger, minimization of
C4n5 is straightforward, given that it is quasi-convex
in n. Let n∗ be the cost minimizing number of stores:

n∗
=

�ccc
�tct +�scs

0 (5)

From Table 1, �c/�t < 1, so n∗ > 2 only if cc � ct ,
which is likely because the load carried by a truck
is substantially larger than the load carried by a car,
qt � qc. Section 4 provides specific estimates to con-
firm that cc � ct .

The minimum cost is

C4n∗5= 24�ccc5
1/24�tct +�scs5

1/20

If the cost of retail space is low (or ignored), then
the triangle tessellation is best no matter the relative
transportation costs, because, according to Table 1,
that minimizes �c�t .1 In fact, the transportation cost
with the triangle tessellation is about 7% lower than
with hexagons (1 −

√

00708/00811). It is also possible
to show that for a single polygon of s sides, �c�t

is decreasing for all s ≥ 3, suggesting that the trian-
gle tessellation may perform well even with tessel-
lations that include more than one regular polygon.
However, if the retailer’s transportation costs are low
(or ignored) relative to space costs, then the hexagon
tessellation is best, as it minimizes �c. In fact, when the
retailer’s transportation cost is ignored, for a fixed area
of customers served, the optimal configuration has
each store with a circular service area of customers; for
a fixed area of uniformly distributed consumers, a cir-
cle minimizes the average distance consumers travel.

The distances dc and dt are measured by the Euclid-
ian norm, L2. Another common norm is L1, which

1 When exact values of the TSP are utilized (and retail space costs
are ignored), triangles are best (among the three) for n = 2 and
n≥ 5, hexagons are best for n= 3, and squares are best for n= 4.
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is sometime referred to as the “Manhattan” norm or
the “city-block” norm in which the distance between
points 8x11y19 and 8x21y29 is taken to be �x2 − x1� +

�y2 − y1�, i.e., travel occurs along a square grid. It is
possible to show that for consumers, even with the L1
norm, their round-trip distance to the nearest store is
proportional to n−1/2. With the L1 norm, the retailer’s
travel distance is easiest to estimate with the square
tessellation, and in that case the distance contin-
ues to be proportional to n1/2. Hence, these results
do not appear to be sensitive to how distance is
measured.

The solution n∗ minimizes total supply chain costs,
only if the price of carbon, pe, is fully charged to
the retailer and consumers. There are a number of
reasons why this may not incur, including the fact
that a precise measure of pe is difficult to obtain.
Hence, it is worthwhile to consider two alternative
approaches for selecting a design for the downstream
chain. The first minimizes total emissions while ignor-
ing explicit operating costs. In that case a design is
chosen as if the cost of emissions is extremely high
relative to operating costs (i.e., operating costs are
dwarfed by emissions costs, so they can be effec-
tively ignored). The second minimizes explicit oper-
ating costs while ignoring emission costs. That case
is relevant if one believes emissions externalities are
small or if there is no explicit means in place that
charges for carbon emissions. This can be taken to be
the current status quo.

Let Ce4n5 be total emissions per unit,

Ce4n5=�cc
e
cn

−1/2
+ 4�tc

e
t +�sc

e
s 5n

1/21

and Co4n5 be total operating costs per unit,

Co4n5=�cc
o
cn

−1/2
+ 4�tc

o
t +�sc

o
s 5n

1/21

where, for j ∈ 8c1 t1 s9,

cej =
fjej

qj

and

coj =
vj + fjpj

qj
0

Note that Ce4n5 is not actually a cost, as it is total
emissions, but for notational consistency, it is repre-
sented with a “C” nevertheless.

As with C4n5, both Ce4n5 and Co4n5 are quasi-
convex, and a cost minimizing n can be found:

ne
= arg min

n

Ce4n5=
�cc

e
c

�tc
e
t +�sc

e
s

and

no
= arg min

n

Co4n5=
�cc

o
c

�tc
o
t +�sc

o
s

0

As one would expect, as carbon becomes expen-
sive, the optimal design approaches the emissions
minimizing design, and as carbon becomes cheap, the
optimal design approaches the operating cost mini-
mizing design:

lim
pe→�

n∗
= ne and lim

pe→0
n∗

= no0

Furthermore, the optimal design falls somewhere
between the two extreme designs: min8no1ne9 ≤ n∗ ≤

max8no1ne9.
Whether the emissions minimizing design is dense

with stores (no < ne) or sparse with stores (ne < no)
depends on the parameter values of the technologies.
In particular, if � > 1, then the emissions minimizing
design is dense with stores (because if � > 1, then
dn∗/dpe > 0), where for j ∈ 8c1 t1 s9,

� =
�c

4�t/4�t + �s55�t + 4�s/4�t + �s55�s

1

�j =
fjej

vj + fjpj
=

cej

coj
1 and �j =

�j4vj + fjpj5

qj
0

The parameters �j and �j are introduced for nota-
tional convenience and are referred to as the emis-
sions to operating cost ratios—they are the ratio of
emissions to operating cost for one vehicle or unit
of space for one unit of time, independent of the
amount of product carried or stored (i.e., indepen-
dent of qj ). For example, it is the emissions to move
a car one kilometer relative to the operating cost to
move the car one kilometer. To summarize, mini-
mizing emissions surely requires a denser network
with more stores when �c > max8�t1�s9, but mini-
mizing emissions does not always involve a denser
network—when �c < min8�t1�s9, the emissions mini-
mizing supply chain may have few stores because the
consumers’ cars have low emissions relative to their
operating costs. This result contrasts with the intuition
that because trucks are considerably more efficient at
hauling goods than cars (on a $ per kg per km basis),
the emissions minimizing supply chain should surely
be dense with stores (McKinnon and Woodburn 1994).
That intuition is based on the assumption that each
additional kilometer driven by the truck replaces a
kilometer driven by a car. That is correct if consumers
and stores are located exclusively on a line. In a lin-
ear world, moving a store closer to a consumer might
swap one car kilometer for a truck kilometer, thereby
producing a substantial efficiency gain. But in a two-
dimensional world, this one-for-one swapping is not
possible—as the number of stores increases, each addi-
tional kilometer traveled by truck replaces a smaller
and smaller distance traveled by car.

Now consider the supply chain’s emissions, operat-
ing costs, and total costs with these different designs.
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Define the operating cost penalty for minimizing emis-
sions as Co4ne5/Co4no5 − 1; this is the percentage
increase in operating costs that a supply chain incurs
when the emissions minimizing design is chosen. This
provides a measure of the explicit cost to adopt a
“minimize emissions” objective. Some algebra yields

Co4ne5

Co4no5
− 1 =

1
2

(

�1/2
+�−1/2

)

− 1

=
1
2

((

ne

no

)1/2

+

(

ne

no

)−1/2)

− 10

If � = 1, minimizing emissions also minimizes oper-
ating costs. This could occur in the unlikely case
in which �c = �t = �s . Otherwise, there generally
is a penalty. The magnitude of this penalty can be
bounded:

Co4ne5

Co4no5
≤

1
2

max
{(

�c

�t

)1/2

+

(

�c

�t

)−1/2

1

(

�c

�s

)1/2

+

(

�c

�s

)−1/2}

− 10 (6)

The bound provides intuition for when the penalty
is small and when it might be large. In particular,
if �c/�t and �c/�s are sufficiently close to 1, the
emissions penalty is small. However, the emissions
penalty can be large if there is a large discrepancy
between either �c and �t or between �c and �s .

Define the emissions penalty for minimizing operat-
ing costs as Ce4no5/Ce4ne5. This penalty is identical to
the previous one considered, and it shares the same
penalty bound, (6):

Ce4no5

Ce4ne5
=

1
2

(

�1/2
+�−1/2

)

− 1

=
1
2

((

ne

no

)1/2

+

(

ne

no

)−1/2)

− 10

Hence, if there is a small emissions penalty, then there
is a small operating cost penalty and a large emissions
penalty is always matched with a large operating cost
penalty.

The next two penalties reflect the total cost penalty
for adopting one of the extreme approaches of either
minimizing just emissions or just operating costs:

C∗4no5

C∗4n∗5
=

1
2

((

no

n∗

)1/2

+

(

no

n∗

)−1/2)

− 1 and

C∗4ne5

C∗4n∗5
=

1
2

((

ne

n∗

)1/2

+

(

ne

n∗

)−1/2)

− 10

Refer to these as the total cost penalties. If the cost of
carbon is extremely high or extremely low, then these
total cost penalties approach the emissions and oper-
ating cost penalties:

lim
pe→�

C∗4no5

C∗4n∗5
= lim

pe→0

C∗4ne5

C∗4n∗5
=

Ce4no5

Ce4ne5
=

Co4ne5

Co4no5
0

4. Parameter Estimates
This section provides estimates for the parameters in
the retail store density problem. The first objective
is to determine whether the emissions minimizing
design has a denser network of smaller stores rel-
ative to the operating cost minimizing design (i.e.,
if ne >no). The second objective is to determine the
magnitude of the various penalties. Baseline estimates
are given as well as several scenarios that indicate
plausible ranges. The section ends with a discussion
of options for reducing emissions.

Begin with the transportation parameters. The aver-
age mileage of passenger vehicles in the United States
(in 2009) is 21.1 miles per gal−1 or 8.97 km L−1 (EPA
2009a, b). Fuel consumption is then fc = 1/8097 =

00111 L km−1. A typical retailer truck travels 6 miles
per gallon of diesel, which yields a fuel consumption
of ft = 00392 L km−1.2

From EPA (2005), 8.8 kg of CO2 are emitted per
gallon of gasoline, or ec = 20325 kg CO2 L−1. From
the same report, 10.1 kg of CO2 are emitted per gal-
lon of diesel, or et = 20669 kg CO2 L−1. On May 21,
2012, the national average price per gallon of gaso-
line and diesel, respectively, were pc = 0098 $ L−1

and pt = 1005 $ L−1 (http://www.eia.gov/petroleum/
gasdiesel/). For the variable operating cost of a car,
Barnes and Langworthy (2003, Table 4.2) provide an
estimate of $000644 km−1 in 2003 dollars. Adjusting for
inflation of 2.5% per year yields a 2012 estimate of vc =

$000804 km−1.3 For trucks, the comparable estimates
in Barnes and Langworthy (2003) are $0.1375 km−1

in 2003 dollars and the 2012 estimate of $0.172 km−1,
which does not include driver wages. If driver wages
are included, at $50,000 per year and 100,000 miles,
their estimate is vt = $00484 km−1.

McKinnon and Woodburn (1994) report that the
average consumer in a survey carried qc = 18 kg of
goods with each shopping trip. A retail truck can
carry up to 45,000 lbs in the United States, which is

2 The Bureau of Transportation Statistics (2011, Table 4-14) reports
that truck fuel consumption in the United States was 5.9 in 2004,
but it dropped to 5.4 by 2008. Bonney (2009) reports that Walmart’s
fuel efficiency in 2005 was 5.9 miles per gallon, which increased to
7.1 miles per gallon by 2008.
3 The American Automobile Association (2011) suggests that vc =

$000621 km−1: the average cost per kilometer to drive a sedan
includes $0.0278 for maintenance, $0.006 for tires, and $0.0283
for distance related depreciation (in $ km−1) (Three observations
are provided for the annual depreciation cost, 81010001$314719,
81510001$317289, and 82010001$319249, where the first term is the
miles driven during the year and the second is the total depreci-
ation cost. A linear regression through these observations yields
a slope of $0.0453 per mile, or $0.0283 km−1.) The estimate vc =

$000837 km−1 is comparable. The AAA focuses on the first five
years of vehicle life, so it is expected to underestimate the variable
cost of operating the existing fleet, which has an average age of
approximately 10.8 years (Meier 2012).
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Table 2 Baseline Transportation Parameters

fj ej vj pj qj

Consumer cars (j = “c”) 00111 20325 000804 0098 18
Retailer truck (j = “t”) 00392 20669 00484 1005 201000

Note. Units are fj = L km−1; ej = kg CO2 L−1; vj = $ km−1; pj = $ L−1;
qj = kg.

about qt = 201000 kg. Even if consumers carried 40 kg
per shopping visit, the retailer’s truck carries a load
that is 500 times greater. In terms of variable oper-
ating costs, the car incurs vc + fcpc = $00189 km−1,
or $0.30 per mile, and the truck incurs vt + ftpt =

$00896 km−1, or $1.43 per mile. Given that a truck
has a variable operating costs per kilometer that is
less than five times that of a car, but carries at least
500 times more product, it follows that cc � ct : if
the price of carbon is ignored (pe = 0) and qc = 18
and qt = 201000, then cc = $000105 km−1 and ct =

$00000045 km−1, yielding a ratio of cc/ct = 235. Table 2
summarizes the transportation parameters.

To consider alternative scenarios, it is not necessary
to vary the emissions per liter for gasoline and diesel,
ec and et , because these are estimated with little error.
It is possible that future fuel efficiency could change.
For example, current U.S. standards require that auto-
mobile manufacturers achieve 54.5 miles per gallon
among the cars in their fleet by 2025 (Vlasic 2011),
which would represent a 158% improvement over
the 2009 level. Three additional scenarios can be
constructed in which consumer fuel efficiency dou-
bles, retail fuel efficiency doubles, or both double.
Increasing fuel efficiency (decreasing ft) is analogous
to increasing variable operating costs (because �j =

ej/4vj/fj +pj5, cutting fuel usage in half is the same as
doubling variable operating costs). The final parame-
ters are the cost of gasoline, pc, and diesel, pt . Substan-
tial asymmetries in these two prices have not occurred
historically, but they do vary considerably. Suppose
both could increase by a factor of 2: pc = 1096 and
pt = 2010. Table 3 lists the emissions to operating cost
ratios for five scenarios.

Now consider the retail space parameters: vs , fs , ps ,
and es . The cost of retail space, vs , varies considerably
by the quality and type of the location—according to

Table 3 Transportation Emissions to Operating Cost Ratios, �c and �t

Scenario �c �t

Baseline 10364 10168
High consumer (car) fuel efficiency: fc/2 00957 10168
High retailer (truck) fuel efficiency: ft/2 10364 00758
High consumer and retailer fuel efficiency: fc/2, ft/2 00957 00758
High fuel prices: 2pc , 2pt 00866 00800

Note. Fuel efficiency scenarios double fuel efficiency and the high fuel
scenario doubles the price of gasoline and diesel.

Table 4 Electricity and Natural Gas Usage by Retail Type

Mercantile

Nonmall Mall All Food sales

Electricity (kWh m−2 yr−1) 15402 24000 20606 52208
Natural gas (ft3 m−2 yr−15 22204 26400 24809 32709

Source. EIA (2003, Table C1A).

loopnet.com, among the top 20 metropolitan areas in
the United States, in March 2012, the average retail
lease space was $19.8 per square foot per year, with
a low of $12.26 (Detroit) and a high of $36.46 (San
Francisco). Retail space in a successful shopping mall,
can be considerably higher, as in $50 per square foot
per year (Whitaker 2012). For the baseline scenario,
take $1908 per square foot per year, which is vs =

$212085 m−2 yr−1.
Table 4 provides electricity and natural gas usage

by type of retailer in the United States. The aver-
age February 2012 price of electricity to commercial
customers in the United States was $0.101 kWh−1

(U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) 2012,
Table 5.6.A). The price of natural gas for commer-
cial firms has ranged from $5 to $15 per 1,000 cubic
feet over the period of 1984–2012, with a February
2012 average of $7.97 (http://www.eia.gov/dnav/
ng/hist/n3020us3m.htm). For the baseline scenario,
combine these prices with the average mercantile con-
sumption levels reported in Table 4 to yield fsps =

20606 × 00101 + 24809 × 0000797 = $22085 m−2 yr−1.
From eGRID2012 Version (1.0) (year 2009 data),

the average U.S. emissions is 0.55 kg CO2 kWh−1.
The lowest emissions region has 0.23 kg CO2 kWh−1,
(Upstate New York) and the highest has 0.83 kg
CO2 kWh−1 (Rockies). Natural gas emits 0005 kg CO2
ft−3 (EPA emissions calculator 2012). For the baseline
scenario, combine the U.S. average electricity emis-
sions and the natural gas emissions with the aver-
age mercantile consumption levels reported in Table 4
to yield fses = 20606 × 0055 + 24809 × 0005 = 12601
kg CO2 m−2 yr−1.

Table 5 provides baseline and alternative scenarios
for the parameters relevant to �s . In all cases, natural
gas emissions are taken to be 0005 kg CO2 ft−3, the
price of electricity is $0.101 kWh−1, and the price of
natural gas is $7.97 per 1,000 cubic feet. The “low elec-
tricity emissions” scenarios correspond to the emis-
sions of the lowest emissions region in the United
States (0.23 kg CO2 kWh−1), and the “high electricity
emissions” scenario corresponds to the highest emis-
sions region (0.83 kg CO2 kWh−1). Clean energy could
be produced locally by the retailer, as in roof solar
panels, or more distant renewable power, as in hydro-
electric production. Clean electricity could also be
produced by carbon capture and storage technology
(see İşlegen and Reichelstein 2011). The “high rent”
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Table 5 Retail Space Baseline and Alternative Scenarios for
Parameters That Yield �s

Scenarios vs fses fsps �s

Baseline 21208 12601 2209 00535
Low electricity emissions intensity 21208 6000 2209 00254
High electricity emissions intensity 21208 18309 2209 00780
High rent 42507 12601 2209 00281
Low electricity emissions intensity and 42507 6000 2209 00134

high rent
High fuel usage 21208 30400 5504 10133
High fuel usage and high rent 42507 30400 5504 00632

Notes. vs = $ m−2 yr−1; fses = kg CO2 m−2 yr−1; fsps = $ m−2 yr−1; �s =

kg CO2 $−1. “Low electricity emissions intensity” corresponds to 0.23 kg CO2

per kWh. “High electricity emissions intensity” corresponds to 0.83 kg CO2

per kWh. “High rent” doubles the rent per square meter per year. “High fuel
usage” corresponds to the usage food sales retailers listed in Table 4.

scenarios double the cost to rent per square meter per
year relative to the baseline (to approximately $40 per
square foot per year). The “high fuel usage” scenar-
ios correspond to the usage of food sales retailers (i.e.,
groceries), which are higher in large part due to the
need for product refrigeration.

The remaining parameters to estimate are part of �t

and �s . Because the cost per kilogram due to trucking
is considerably less than the cost of car transporta-
tion or physical space, assume a hexagon tessellation
is adopted. (The qualitative results presented are the
same for the triangle or square tessellations.) Because
distances are measured in kilometers, let a = 101000
km2: the retailer serves a region that is of the order
of magnitude of 100 km by 100 km. It follows that
�c = 7504 and �t = 10705. To evaluate �s , use z = 205
(which corresponds to a 99.4% in-stock probability),
� = 7 × qt kg wk−1 (which implies one delivery per
day), and �/�= 001 (which is the coefficient of varia-
tions for total demand in the region over one week):
�s = 205 ×

√

1/7 × 001 = 000945. The parameter qs is
challenging to estimate because it is the kilogram of
product per m2. Using 2011 data from Walmart, qs =

141 kg m−2.4 Hence, using baseline estimates for vs

and fsps yields �s = 0016, which is 33 times larger than
�t . It seems reasonable to conclude, even with some
substantial estimation error in qs and the other param-
eters, that �s � �t .

The first issue to address is whether the emissions
minimizing supply chain is more dense with smaller

4 In 2011, Walmart’s annual inventory turns were 8.75, and U.S.
sales revenue was $309B. Hence, U.S. inventory (in sales $s) was
$309B/8.75 = $35.3B. U.S. square footage of retail space was 698M,
so Walmart held $35.3B/698M = $50.59 of inventory per square
foot. From their website, they report that they made 4M deliver-
ies to their stores, which implies $309B/4M = $77,250 per deliv-
ery. Given 20,000 kg per delivery implies $77,250/20,000 kg =

$3.86 kg−1. Walmart then has $50.59 sq ft−1/$3086 kg−1 = 1301 kg
sq ft−1. With 10.76 sq ft m−2, there is 10076 × 1301 = 141 kg m−2.

stores than the operating cost minimizing supply
chain, i.e., is ne > no? Taking �s � �t , this occurs if
�c >�s . Comparing Tables 3 and 5, that holds for the
baseline scenarios, and occurs for most combinations
of scenarios with the exception of high consumer fuel
efficiency (�c = 00957) and high retailer space fuel
usage (�s = 1013). Thus, the emissions minimizing
supply chain generally has more stores, located closer
to consumers, than the supply chain that minimizes
operating costs. This is particularly true if the retailer
has lower electricity emissions and high rent (�s =

00133). In those cases, a retailer that minimizes oper-
ating costs builds large stores that are far from cus-
tomers (to economize on its high rent costs) whereas
a retailer that minimizes emissions builds many small
stores close to customers (to exploit its clean electric-
ity). Table 6 shows that the emissions minimizing sup-
ply chain may have many more stores, upwards of
nine times more, than the operating cost minimizing
supply chain

Now turn to the evaluation of the penalty bound,
(6). Considering just the transportation parameters, �c

and �t , the bound for the baseline scenario is remark-
ably small, about 003%:

1
2

((

10364
10168

)1/2

+

(

10364
10168

)−1/2)

− 1 = 000030

Recall that this applies to the operating cost penalty
for minimizing emissions, the emissions penalty for
minimizing operating costs and the total cost penalty.
This penalty with respect to transportation costs is
small because cars and trucks have similar emis-
sions to operating cost ratios: �c = 10364 for cars and
�t = 10168 for trucks. There is a larger discrepancy
between these ratios in the other transportation sce-
narios described in Table 3, but even in the scenario
with the largest discrepancy (high retailer fuel effi-
ciency), the bound is still only 4.3%. Thus, from the
perspective of transportation costs, the supply chain
design is remarkably robust given reasonable param-
eters. If emissions are minimized while operating

Table 6 Ratio of the Number of Stores That Minimize Emissions to
the Number That Minimize Operating Costs, ne/no

Scenarios Baseline fc/2 ft/2 fc/21 ft/2 2pc1 2pt

Baseline 205 107 205 108 106
Low electricity emissions 408 304 501 306 301

intensity
High electricity emissions 107 102 107 102 101

intensity
High rent 406 302 408 303 300
Low electricity emissions 901 604 907 608 508

intensity and high rent
High fuel usage 102 008 102 009 008
High fuel usage and high rent 201 105 202 105 104
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costs are ignored, operating costs will nevertheless
not increase by much (e.g., by 0.3% in the base-
line scenario). Similarly, if operating costs are mini-
mized while emissions costs are ignored, total emis-
sions increase by the same relatively small amount.
The same finding is observed even if consumers can
choose their shopping frequency (see Appendix B for
details).

It is important to note that this robustness result
does not occur for all parameters. According to the
penalty bound, (6), there is a substantial penalty
whenever there is an asymmetry in the emissions to
operating cost ratios. It happens to be that those ratios
are similar for cars and trucks. Furthermore, the sub-
stantial difference in loads carried, which one might
presume would create an asymmetry that leads to a
large penalty, has no role in the penalty bound—the
substantial difference in the loads carried is accounted
for no matter which objective is selected, and thus
they do not factor into the penalty bound.

The transportation robustness result is reminiscent
of the well-known robustness result for the EOQ
problem. In the EOQ problem, costs are the sum of
two terms, one linearly increasing in the decision vari-
able, call it x, and the other decreasing in the inverse
of x (i.e., it is 1/x). In the retail store density prob-
lem, costs are again the sum of two terms, but now
one is linearly increasing in

√
x and the other decreas-

ing in the inverse of
√
x. It has been established that

the EOQ problem has a flat objective function (see
Dobson 1988, Porteus 2002), but it follows that the
objective function in the retail store density problem
is even flatter. Nevertheless, even with a relatively
flat function, a poorly chosen decision can lead to
a substantial increase in costs. In particular, in the
EOQ problem, if one parameter is grossly misesti-
mated, then the cost penalty can essentially be unlim-
ited. In the retail store density problem this does not
occur—the penalty bound is finite, and can be small,
even if the true cost of carbon is enormous yet ignored
in the decision. The reason is that erring in the cost
of carbon causes errors in multiple parameters. For
example, if the cost of emissions from gasoline are
ignored, so is the cost of emissions from diesel. Given
that the emissions to operating cost ratios for cars and
trucks are similar, these errors can net out, thereby
leading to nearly optimal decisions for the system.

Considering the retailer’s space cost, Table 7 evalu-
ates the penalty bounds for each scenario and Table 8
reports that actual penalties. A comparison between
Tables 7 and 8 reveals that the bound is reason-
ably tight and corresponds well to the actual penalty.
We observe a somewhat substantial penalty, 10.3%,
for the baseline scenario. This is due to the asymme-
try in the emissions to operating cost ratios for cars,

Table 7 Emissions and Operating Cost Penalty Bounds

Baseline fc/2 ft/2 fc/2, ft/2 2pc , 2pt

Scenarios (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

Baseline 1102 403 1102 403 209
Low electricity emissions 3704 2208 3704 2208 1904

intensity
High electricity emissions 309 005 403 007 001

intensity
High rent 3208 1904 3208 1904 1603
Low electricity emissions 7504 5205 7504 5205 4609

intensity and high rent
High fuel usage 004 005 403 007 009
High fuel usage and high rent 705 202 705 202 102

�c = 1036, and for retailer space, �s = 00534. The penal-
ties in the other scenarios vary considerably, depend-
ing on how the �s and �c parameters change relative
to each other. The highest penalty with the baseline
transportation parameters (and the second highest in
the sample of 35 scenarios), 67.4%, occurs when the
retailer uses electricity from a low emissions source
(nearly comparable to renewable energy) and oper-
ates in an environment with high retail space costs.
Hence, in this situation, outcomes are considerably
different depending on the selected objective. If oper-
ating costs are minimizing while ignoring emissions,
then emissions are 67.4% higher than their minimal
level. Similarly, if emissions are minimizing while
ignoring operating costs, then operating costs are
67.4% higher than their lowest level. In this scenario
there is a clear tension between environmental and
financial preferences—as long as there is no explicit
charge for carbon (so that carbon costs are not part
of minimizing operating costs), one cannot have both
low operating costs and low emissions. To put a 67.4%
emissions penalty in perspective, it would represent
for Walmart about 24 million metric tonne CO2 per
year, which exceeds their current target of reducing
their annual emissions in their supply chain by 20 mil-
lion metric tonnes.5

Given the potential tension between financial and
environmental preferences, a natural solution is to
include an explicit charge for carbon emissions into
the financial objective function; with an explicit price
for carbon, i.e., pe > 0, the negative externalities
associated with carbon emissions can be properly

5 With the baseline transportation parameters and the “low electric-
ity emissions intensity and high rent” scenario for retail space, the
operating cost minimizing supply chain emits 0.75 kg CO2 per kg
of product sold, whereas the emissions minimizing supply chain
emits 0.45 kg CO2 per kg of product sold. Walmart is estimated to
sell in the United States 20,000 kg per delivery × 4M deliveries per
year = 80B kg per year. A savings of 0.3 kg CO2 per kg × 80B kg =

24M metric tonnes of CO2. If the baseline scenario is taken for retail
space, there is a potential reduction of 0.06 kg CO2 per kg of prod-
uct sold, which would be 5.2M metric tonnes of CO2.
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Table 8 Operating Cost and Emissions Penalties

Baseline fc/2 ft/2 fc/2, ft/2 2pc , 2pt

Scenarios (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

Baseline 1003 308 1009 401 207
Low electricity emissions 3208 1903 3503 2102 1606

intensity
High electricity emissions 307 005 309 005 001

intensity
High rent 3008 1708 3200 1807 1501
Low electricity emissions 6704 4601 7105 4904 4103

intensity and high rent
High fuel usage 004 004 005 003 008
High fuel usage and high rent 703 200 705 201 102

accounted for in the supply chain design that min-
imizes operating costs (which now include a por-
tion of the cost of carbon emissions). Estimates of
pe vary considerably, but generally fall in the range
between $20 and $1,000 per metric tonne (see Tol
2008). How large does pe have to be to induce sub-
stantial reductions in emissions in the context of the
retail store density problem? Ideally, a small fee for
carbon would induce a sufficiently dramatic shift in
the supply chain that a large portion of the potential
emissions reduction can be achieved. Unfortunately,
this does not appear to be the case. To explain, define
the emissions gap reduction as the percentage of the
potential emissions reduction that is achieved when
carbon is explicitly priced, i.e., when pe > 0. In partic-
ular, the emissions gap reduction is

Ce4no5−Ce4n∗4pe55

Ce4no5−Ce4ne5
1

Figure 4 Emissions Gap Reduction—The Percentage of the Possible Reduction in Emissions Achieved Through an Explicit Price on Carbon
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where the denominator is the reduction in emissions
that occurs with a switch from minimizing operat-
ing costs to minimizing emissions, and the numera-
tor is the amount of carbon reduced as the price of
carbon is increased from zero to pe. Figure 4 plots
the emissions gap reduction curve for two scenarios:
in the first the baseline parameters are used for both
transportation and space, whereas in the second the
baseline parameters for transportation are paired with
the “low electricity emissions intensity and high rent”
scenario for retail space. In the first case the maxi-
mum reduction in carbon emissions is 10.3%, whereas
in the second it is 67.4%. The figure demonstrates that
the gap is reduced at a decreasing rate in the price
of emissions—that is the good news, as the initial
price increase for carbon has the largest effect. Unfor-
tunately, a substantially high carbon price is needed
to close the emissions gap by a significant amount.
For example, if the price of carbon is $100 per metric
tonne, which is at the upper limit of most estimates,
then the emissions gap reductions are 16% and 11%
in the two scenarios. To achieve a 90% emissions gap
reduction requires a carbon price of approximately
$2,500 and $4,500 per metric tonne. To put these num-
bers in perspective, $1,000 per metric tonne, corre-
sponds to a fee of $8.8 per gallon of gasoline and
$0.55 per kWh for electricity (at the U.S. average emis-
sions rate), which would increase the cost of gasoline
by 337% (to $12.50 per gallon) and increase the aver-
age cost of electricity by 645% (to $0.651 per kWh).
The conclusion from this observation is that while
charging for carbon can induce a supply chain design
that reduces emissions, very high (and quite possibly
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Table 9 Total Supply Chain Emissions Reductions Under Various
Improvements

Total emissions reduction (%)

Short term Long term

Double consumer load: qc → 2qc 3506 2903
Double consumer fuel efficiency: fc →

1
2 fc 3506 3305

Double truck fuel efficiency: ft →
1
2 ft 009 100

Half retailer electricity usage: fs →
1
2 fs 1202 1304

Half retailer electricity emissions: es →
1
2 es 1202 1202

unreasonably high) prices are needed to achieve sub-
stantial reductions in emissions. Of course, an impor-
tant caveat is that this analysis assumes constant tech-
nologies. A carbon tax could induce investments in
technologies to reduce emissions. The impact of tech-
nological change is considered shortly.

Even though the model suggests that pricing car-
bon will not be an effective strategy for reducing
emissions (because very high prices are needed to
have a significant impact), there are alternative strate-
gies to reduce emissions. Land use regulations that
restrict the size of retail stores will force retailers to
build networks with more stores, closer to consumers.
As indicated earlier, the supply chain that minimizes
emissions generally has considerably more, smaller
stores, than the supply chain that minimizes operat-
ing costs. Alternatively, technological improvements
in fuel usage or emissions can lead to substantial
reductions in carbon emissions.

Table 9 provides total emission reductions that
occur due to various improvements to the system
assuming the baseline parameters as the starting
point. The “short term” column assumes that the sup-
ply chain design does not change before and after the
improvement, on the assumption that supply chain
design changes take time to implement. The “long
term” column evaluates the emissions reduction after
the improvement changes the supply chain design as
well (i.e., the number of stores adjust). In all cases
the objective is to minimize supply chain operating
costs and there is no price for carbon, pe = 0. The table
reveals that changing consumer behavior (large quan-
tities per shopping trip) or improving consumer fuel
efficiency are the most effective strategies for reducing
emissions. The short-term impact of these changes is
the most substantial, but even the long-term changes
are significant. The long-term benefit of these con-
sumer improvements is dampened relative to the
short term because they induce a supply chain with
fewer, larger stores—taken to the extreme, if con-
sumers drove near zero-emissions vehicles, then the
supply chain that minimizes emissions has one very
large store located very far from customers, which
mitigates some of the benefit of the low emissions
vehicle.

Improvements in fuel efficiency could be achieved
via a carbon tax to motivate automobile manufactur-
ers to improve the efficiency of the vehicles they offer
and to motivate consumers to choose those improved
vehicles. However, this could also be achieved by reg-
ulation mandating higher fuel efficiency, such as the
current requirement that automobile manufacturers
achieve 54.5 miles per gallon among the cars in their
fleet by 2025 (Vlasic 2011). Doubling the load con-
sumers carry (which is equivalent to reducing their
shopping frequency in half), appears to be more chal-
lenging to achieve through direct policy measures.
For example, consumers would shop less frequently
if fuel prices are higher, but, based on the delivery
frequency model described in Appendix B, doubling
their purchase quantities would require more than a
four-fold increase in fuel prices. (The purchase quan-
tity is proportional to the square root of the cost of
fuel, so at least a fourfold increase in fuel is needed
to double the purchase quantity.)

Reducing retailer electricity usage or emissions
intensity provides the next largest set of reductions
in emissions. Now the long-term impact is even
greater in the case of electricity usage because the
improvement encourages additional stores, but only
marginally so. Usage reductions could be achieved
by subsidizing low energy use lighting (e.g., CFL or
LEDs) and emissions intensity reductions could be
achieved by subsidizing the purchasing or building of
renewable power.

Improving truck fuel efficiency does reduce emis-
sions, but it does so only marginally because trucks
are already considerably more efficient than cars.
Improvements in truck fuel efficiency may be more
beneficial in long-haul deliveries to the retailer, which
are outside the scope of this model.

To reemphasize a point, the retail store density
problem incurs a high penalty when there is an asym-
metry in the emissions to operating cost ratios, �j .
This suggests that other forms of asymmetry could
lead to substantial penalties. For example, suppose
the cost of carbon is fully charged to consumers and
the retailer (probably through higher energy prices).
If everyone fully acknowledges these costs in their
decisions, they will behave as if cc and ct are the
costs to haul one kilogram of product one kilome-
ter for the consumer’s car and the retailer’s truck,
respectively. Furthermore, the retailer will recognize
that cs is the cost to store one kilogram of product
for one unit of time. The retailer has a strong incen-
tive to fully acknowledge these costs and to make
appropriate decisions. However, possibly due to cog-
nitive limitations, consumers may not fully consider
their transportation costs in their shopping decisions.
Specifically, say consumers behave as if their costs are
�ccc to transport one kilogram one kilometer, where
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�c ∈ 40117, yet the retailer fully accounts for its costs,
and knows that consumers do not fully account for
their costs. (For further discussion of consumer per-
ception of energy expenditure and potential savings,
see Attari et al. 2010.) The optimal store configuration
with �c < 1 has

n̄4�c5=
�c�ccc

�tct +�scs
= �cn

∗0

Thus, if consumers partially ignore the costs of driv-
ing to a store, then the retailer builds a sparser net-
work than optimal (i.e., stores that are too big), which
requires consumers to drive farther than optimal.
The cost penalty is then

C4n̄4�c55−C4n∗5

C4n∗5
=

�−1/2
c +�1/2

c

2
− 10

If consumers account for only 50% of their costs
(�c = 005), the penalty is 6%. But it increases to 34% if
they account for only 20% of their actual costs
(�c = 002) and to 134% if they account of only 5% of
their costs (�c = 0005).

5. Conclusion
The retail store density problem involves choosing
the size and location of retail stores in a region
of consumers so as to minimize the sum of the
retailer’s inbound replenishment costs, the retailer’s
space costs, and the consumers’ travel costs. These
costs include variable operating costs, such as wear
and tear on vehicles, fuel, and rent and electricity for
retail space. These costs could also reflect the exter-
nalities associated with carbon emissions, presumably
in the form of higher fuel and electricity prices. How-
ever, it is possible (and maybe even likely) that the
full cost of carbon emissions is not included in current
energy prices.

Two extreme objectives are considered for the retail
store density problem: (i) minimize operating costs,
ignoring any possible cost associated with emissions;
and (ii) minimize emissions, ignoring operating costs.
There are cases in which the retail store density prob-
lem is insensitive to which of those objectives is cho-
sen; emissions are nearly minimized even if the objec-
tive is to minimize operating costs, and operating
costs are nearly minimized even if the objective is to
minimize emissions. For example, this insensitivity to
the chosen objective occurs when retail space costs
are low (or ignored), when the retailer uses electricity
from a high emissions source or when the retailer’s
fuel usage (electricity and natural gas) is high. In each
case, this result occurs because the sources of emis-
sions (cars, truck, retail space) have similar carbon
emissions to operating cost ratios. For example, even

though trucks can haul several orders of magnitude
more product than a car, the ratio of carbon emissions
per kilometer to variable operating costs per kilome-
ter is about the same for trucks and cars (1.168 kg CO2
$−1 versus 1.364 kg CO2 $−1).

There are situations, however, when emission to
operating cost ratios differ. For example, if the retailer
operates in a high rent area and uses electricity from
relatively clean sources, then its emissions to oper-
ating cost ratio for space differs considerably from
the same ratio for cars (0.134 kg CO2 $−1 versus
1.364 kg CO2 $−15. In that case, the retail supply chain
that minimizes operating costs consists of a sparse
network to exploit the inventory productivity advan-
tage of large stores, whereas the retail supply chain
that minimizes emissions consists of a dense network
of small stores to exploit the retailer’s “clean” electric-
ity relative to the consumers’ “dirty” vehicles. In fact,
the supply chain that minimizes emissions has more
than 9 times more stores than the supply chain that
minimizes operating costs. Furthermore, minimizing
operating costs increases emissions by 67.4%, whereas
minimizing emissions yields the same penalty on
operating costs.

In situations in which there is a substantial dif-
ference in the structure of the retail supply chain
that minimizes operating costs relative to the one
that minimizes emissions, it is natural to consider the
value of explicitly charging a price for carbon emis-
sions. If carbon is explicitly charged, then it becomes
part of operating costs, so the objective of minimiz-
ing operating costs begins to consider the quantity
of emissions. Furthermore, using the retail store den-
sity model, it is possible to estimate how large a price
needs to be imposed on carbon so that the down-
stream supply chain approaches one that minimizes
emissions. Unfortunately, that price is considerably
higher than most estimates of the cost of carbon,
well over $1,000 per metric tonne (Tol 2008). In other
words, hefty prices need to be imposed on carbon to
induce changes that are substantial enough to lead
to a significantly lower emissions through changes in
the structure of the downstream supply chain. In this
context, a carbon price is probably not an effective
mechanism for change.

Taxing carbon is not the only approach to influence
change. The retail supply chain that minimizes emis-
sions generally has a dense network of small stores
located close to consumers. Hence, land use regula-
tions could be considered to limit the construction of
large format retail stores. Technological improvement
and changes in behavior provide other opportunities.
However, fuel-efficiency improvements for trucks has
little impact on overall emissions and while substan-
tial emissions reductions are possible by increasing
the load consumers carry per store visit, it is not
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clear how to achieve that behavioral change with-
out a blunt instrument (i.e., without imposing a con-
troversially large tax). More promising, the model
indicates that substantial reductions are possible by
reducing retailer electricity consumption (e.g., more
efficient lighting) or emissions (e.g., through renew-
able energy sources). The best option identified is to
double consumer fuel efficiency, which is technolog-
ically feasible, and this would reduce emissions by
about one-third.
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Appendix A. Distances Traveled
To evaluate the average distance consumers travels, con-
sider one of the service regions for a store. Within that
region create a tessellation of right triangles by connecting
the store to each vertex and to each face via a line perpen-
dicular to its edge to form subregions. Figure A.1 demon-
strates this for the triangle tessellation.

In a regular polygon with s sides, an “s-gon,” there are
2s subregions. Consider one of the (identical) subregions.
Let � be the degree measure (in radians) of the acute angle

Figure A.1 Subregions Within a Store’s Single Service Area Given a
Triangle Tesselation

b

�

formed at the vertex where the store is located and let b
be the shortest distance to the edge of the subregion (i.e.,
b is the height of one of the right triangles in Figure A.1).
For an s-gon, � = �/s. The average round-trip distance of
customers within a subregion to the store is

dc4b1 �5= 2

∫ b

0

∫ y tan �

0

√

x2 + y2 dx dy

41/25b2 tan �
1

where the denominator is the area of the subregion. Using
a change of variables (t = y/x), we obtain

dc4b1�5= 42/354
√

1+4tan�52 +ln4tan�+
√

1+4tan�525tan−1�5b0

The area of the service region is a/n and the area of the
subregion is then a/42sn5. Thus, 41/25b2 tan � = a/42sn5, and
dc4b1 �5 can be written as

dc =�cn
−1/21

where �c is a constant that depends on the tessellation (i.e.,
the number of sides, s) and the overall size of the region, a:

�c = 42/35
√

a/4s tan �5

·
(

√

1 + 4tan �52 + ln4tan �+
√

1 + 4tan �525 tan−1 �
)

0

The retailer’s truck must travel into and out of each
region at least once (assuming there are at least two stores,
n ≥ 2). The truck’s minimum distance within a subregion
is 2b, so the length of the TSP tour is no shorter than 2bn.
Hence, a lower bound estimate for the retailer’s transport
distance is

dt =�tn
1/21

where the constant �t also only depends on the chosen tes-
sellation and the area of the region, a:

�t = 2
√

a/4s tan �50

The estimate (2) is exact for triangles with n ∈ 82161101 0 0 09,
for squares with n ∈ 8214161 0 0 09, and for all n with
hexagons. With triangles an upper bound on the TSP dis-
tance is 2b4n+ 15, which is exact for n ∈ 84181121 0 0 09. For n ∈

831517191 0 0 09, the TSP distance is 2b4n +
√

3 − 15. With
squares, the TSP distance is 2b4n+

√
2 − 15 for odd n.

Appendix B. Delivery Frequency
In the main model, consumers do not change the frequency
of their store visits, i.e., qc is fixed. Now suppose consumers
choose qc . Consequently, each consumer visits a store every
qc/�c units of time, where �c is the consumer’s consump-
tion rate. The retailer continues to choose the number of
stores, their locations, and their size while operating a truck
that holds qt units and makes deliveries every qt/� units of
time. This section evaluates the operating cost penalty when
choices are made to minimize emissions. The emissions
penalty when operating costs are minimized is analogous.

For the consumer, the choice of qc involves a trade-off
between the cost of bringing goods to their home and the
cost of storage—as qc increases, the consumer needs more
storage space but shops less frequently. Let hc be the cost
per unit of time to maintain the space to store one unit.
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The average storage cost is hcqc per unit of time. (The anal-
ysis is qualitatively unchanged if based on average inven-
tory.) Divide hc into two components, hc = ho

c +he
cpe, where

ho
c is the nonemissions related cost per unit of space per unit

of time and he
c is the amount of emissions per unit of space

per unit of time (e.g., due to heating and cooling).
Consider the qc choice for consumer i, whose round-trip

distance to the nearest store is di. As before, the consumer
incurs cost ccdi per unit purchased. Hall (1992) considers
a different model that also includes a fixed cost for each
delivery that is proportional to the distance travelled. It is
convenient to write cc = ĉc/qc , where

ĉc = vc + fc4pc + ecpe50

Further divide ĉc into two components, ĉc = ĉoc + ĉec , where

ĉoc = vc + fcpc1 ĉec = fcec0

Note that
�c = ĉec/ĉ

o
c 0

Similarly, define
�h = he

c/h
o
c 0

Suppose qc is chosen to minimize the consumer’s average
operating cost per unit, Co

c 4qc5:

min
qc

Co
c 4qc5=

ho
cqc
�c

+
ĉocdi
qc

0

The cost minimizing quantity is qo∗c =
√

4ĉoc�c/h
o
c5di, and the

resulting minimum operating cost is proportional to the
square root of the round trip distance,

√

di

Co
c 4q

o∗
c 5= 2

√

4ĉoch
o
c/�c5di0

If instead of minimizing operating costs, the consumer uses
qe∗c =

√

4ĉec�c/h
e
c5di, which minimizes the consumer’s emis-

sions, then operating costs are again proportional to
√

di:

Co
c 4q

e∗
c 5=

√

4ĉoch
o
c/�c5di

(

√

ho
c ĉ

e
c

ĉoch
e
c

+

√

ĉoch
e
c

ho
c ĉ

e
c

)

0

Now evaluate costs across all consumers. Let d̂c4b1 �5 be
the average square root round-trip distance across all con-
sumers in a subarea of a store’s service area in which the
subarea has height b and angle �:

d̂c4b1 �5=
√

2

∫ b

0

∫ y tan �

0 4x2 + y251/4 dx dy

41/25b2 tan �
0

Using a change of variables (t = y/x), and a/42sn5 =

41/25b2 tan �, we obtain

d̂c4b1 �5 =

(

4
√

2
5

∫ tan �

0 41 + t251/4 dt

tan �

)

b1/2

=

(

4
√

2
5

∫ tan �

0
41 + t251/4 dt

)

tan �−5/4
(

a

s

)1/4

n−1/40

Define

�̂c =
4
√

2
5

4tan �5−5/44a/s51/4
∫ tan �

0
41 + t251/4 dt0

Thus, the average costs across all consumers are

Co
c 4q

o∗
c 5= 2�̂c

√

4ĉoch
o
c/�c5n

−1/41

Co
c 4q

e∗
c 5=

(

√

ho
c ĉ

e
c

ĉoch
e
c

+

√

ĉoch
e
c

ho
c ĉ

e
c

)

�̂c

√

4ĉoch
o
c/�c5n

−1/4

Now consider operating costs as a function of n, given
that consumers either implement the operating cost min-
imizing quantity, qo∗c , or the emissions minimizing quan-
tity, qe∗c :

Ĉo4qo∗c 1n5= 2�̂c4h
o
c ĉ

o
c/�c5

1/2n−1/4
+ 4�tc

o
t +�sc

o
s 5n

1/21

Ĉo4qe∗c 1n5=

(

√

ho
c ĉ

e
c

ĉoch
e
c

+

√

ĉoch
e
c

ho
c ĉ

e
c

)

�̂c4h
o
c ĉ

o
c/�c5

1/2n−1/4

+ 4�tc
o
t +�sc

o
s 5n

1/20

The optimal n to minimize operating costs is

no∗
=

(

�̂c4h
o
c ĉ

o
c/�c5

1/2

�tc
o
t +�sc

o
s

)4/3

1

and the choice to minimize emissions takes a similar form:

ne∗
=

(

�̂c4h
e
c ĉ

e
c/�c5

1/2

�tc
e
t +�sc

e
s

)4/3

0

The minimum operating cost is

Ĉo4qo∗c 1no∗5= 3�̂2/3
c 4ho

c ĉ
o
c/�c5

1/34�tc
o
t +�sc

o
s 5

1/31

but if the emissions minimizing choices are taken, then
operating costs are

Ĉo4qe∗c 1ne∗5 =

(

√

ho
c ĉ

e
c

ĉoch
e
c

+

√

ĉoch
e
c

ho
c ĉ

e
c

)

�̂c4h
o
c ĉ

o
c/�c5

1/2

·

(

�̂c4h
e
c ĉ

e
c/�c5

1/2

�tc
e
t +�sc

e
s

)−1/3

+ 4�tc
o
t +�sc

o
s 5

(

�̂c4h
e
c ĉ

e
c/�c5

1/2

�tc
e
t +�sc

e
s

)2/3

0

The operating cost penalty for minimizing emissions is
(after some algebra)

Ĉo4qe∗c 1ne∗5

Ĉo4qo∗c 1no∗5
−1

=
1
3

[(

�h

�c

)−2/3( �c

�t4�t/4�t +�s55+�s4�s/4�t +�s55

)−1/3

+

(

�h

�c

)1/3( �c

�t4�t/4�t +�s55+�s4�s/4�t +�s55

)−1/3

+

(

�h

�c

)1/3( �c

�t4�t/4�t +�s55+�s4�s/4�t +�s55

)2/3]

−10

As before, the emissions to operating cost ratios are crit-
ical for determining the penalty, including the ratio for
consumer space, �h. Table B.1 presents actual penalties for
the main model’s baseline scenario and various �h values.
When �h = 1, the penalties are similar to those obtained in
the main model (with qc fixed). Penalties generally increase
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Table B.1 Operating Cost Penalties When Customers Choose
Their Shopping Frequency: Baseline Scenario for
Transportation Parameters

Scenarios �h = 1 (%) �h = 105 (%) �h = 2 (%)

Baseline 704 1104 1602
Low electricity emissions intensity 2801 3704 4601
High electricity emissions intensity 205 402 706
High rent 2601 3409 4303
Low electricity emissions intensity 6500 8104 9505

and high rent
High fuel usage 008 007 207
High fuel usage and high rent 500 800 1202

as �h increases, as is expected: If the emissions to operating
cost ratio for consumer space deviates considerably from 1,
there will be a substantial difference between qe∗c and qo∗c ,
which can lead to a large penalty. Nevertheless, the order
of magnitude remains about the same even if �h deviates
considerably from 1.
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